
The Source Rose & Pink Clay Soap

This luxurious Rose & Australian Pink Clay soap is free of palm oil, animal
products, preservatives and artificial additives. And it is completely
packaging free! No wrappers to dispose of – just ‘zero-waste’ soap.  It is
hand-made with Australian extra virgin Olive oil; cold pressed coconut oil;
cleansing pink clay and aromatic rose. This soap is gentle on skin, has a
lovely aroma and lathers easily - without hurting your pocket or the
environment. It also contains no SLS and has no artificial fragrances or
dyes. Each bar weighs approx. 165g, but as it is hand-cut the shape and
appearance may differ. The Australian pink clay in this Rose & Clay soap
contains silica and trace minerals which help to to maintain an even textured
skin, as well as improving skin elasticity. Plus, it gives the soap a lovely
pink hue without the use of artificial colours. Rose Geranium essential oil
adds a soothing, yet uplifting aroma and has been shown to reduce
inflammation and irritation of the skin. Sweet Almond oil contains Vitamin E
and is traditionally used for its wonderful nourishing benefits for skin.
This soap is free of artificial perfumes, dyes and preservatives - perfect
for people who are sensitive to harsh chemicals that are often found in
soaps. It is also animal-cruelty free and is suitable for vegans. Not just
great for the whole family -  but wonderful for ‘zero waste’ living too!

  How to Use: Use this Rose & Pink Clay soap as you would any other soap -
just add water and lather up. Lovely for hands, the bath or shower. Also
makes a lovely, natural gift.  For longer lasting soap, please keep your bars
dry and in a well-drained position in-between uses and away from direct
streams of running water.   Ingredients: Australian Extra Virgin Olive Oil,
Cold Pressed Coconut Oil, Spring Water, Lye, Australian Pink Clay, Sweet
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Almond Oil, Rose Geranium Essential Oil, Dried Organic Rose. By shopping with
us you are helping to make a change by reducing the need for plastic, we can
and will make a difference! You can also check out The Source Healthy Locks
Rosemary & Nettle Shampoo Bar Here

https://thesourcebulkfoods.com.sgshop/household/the-source-healthy-locks-rosemary-nettle-shampoo-bar/

